
Dear Parents and Carers,

Your children might’ve mentioned that we have started practising for our

Nativity! It is so exciting as this will be their first nativity, which makes it extra

special. We have got a busy term coming up, the first event being parents

evening. Thank you for returning your forms, I will be sending out your

allocated times this week. These will be in person and they will be a 10

minute session. I’m really looking forward to talking to you all in person. ☺

English

In SPaG this week we did a quiz and were really impressed with how much

we have already learnt this term; correct use of capital letters and full stops.

Also the use of verbs and ‘ing’ as a suffix and finally how to form a sentence,

remembering the use of finger spaces.

In English this week we have continued our Autumn topic and have learnt an

Autumn poem. This poem was a repeating poem, which enables the

children to remember these lines with ease. We then learnt the poem, using

sign language, and performed this. Hopefully you have all been able to see

the children's performance on their Seesaw journals.

Maths

We have been continuing to develop our understanding of measure and

extending our understanding of comparative mathematical language, for

example, tall/taller/tallest, long/longer/longest, short/shorter/shortest. Some of

us went even further by exploring some challenge cards, which really got us

thinking!

For the rest of the week, we looked at fact families. These are addition number

sentences and the different ways the same number sentence can be shown,

for example, 7+2=9 2+7=9 9=7+2 and 9=2+7.



Stars of the Week and Bright Spark

Congratulations to Sophie and Victor for being the Year One Stars of the Week and

Brooke for being our Bright Spark! Well done! ☺

We hope you have a lovely weekendt!

Mrs Irvine, Mrs Spackman, Mrs Robinson, Mrs Brown and Mrs Gibbs

Science

In Science this week we created our title pages for our new topic which is all about
Seasonal Change. We will be looking at how the weather changes through the
different seasons and making resources for our very own weather station. We will
then be able to monitor the changing weather during the term and beyond.

Show and Tell

The children in St Patricks really enjoyed sharing their Show and Tell items with the 

class this week. This was great for the children to tell us about their item and then the 

class came up with great questions for the child to answer. The other children were 

very eager to know when it’s their turn. Just a reminder that we will do this every 

Tuesday. Please can your children bring in something from home or upload to 

Seesaw something that they’d like to share with the class. They will then be able to 

tell us about it and then the rest of the class will then ask some questions to find out 

a bit more. 

Tuesday 15th November – St George

Tuesday 22nd November – St Andrew

Tuesday 29th November – St David

Woodland Learning Dates

This term we will have Woodland Learning on Friday 18th November and 

Monday 12th December. 



Spellings

Here are this week's spellings for the groups alongside the extra

challenge words if your child would like to do them.

Extra 

Challenge

want

little

school

there

could

that

Team A

play

way

stay

boy

toy

enjoy

Team B

bin 

fin

pin

big

pig

wig


